
Latest update offers improvements, bug fixes, and better performance

Major Feature Release:

● New common alerts for AI Cam events have been added to the Alerts section under the Admin
module, so that, in the event of any of them occurring, respective alerts will be triggered to ensure
safety by recognizing any potential dangers and addressing them appropriately.

Fixes
● Minor bug fixes and performance enhancements.



Major Feature Release:

New common alerts for AI Cam events have been added to the Alerts section under the
Admin module, so that, in the event of any of them occurring, respective alerts will be
triggered to ensure safety by recognizing any potential dangers and addressing them
appropriately

We have recently added common alerts for AI Cam events to the Alerts section under the Admin module.
The alerts provide an extra layer of protection by making the driver aware of potential hazards and
allowing them to be avoided. As a result, it is critical that we have alerts set up for all AI camera events,
both on Classic Fleet and Fleet 2.0, so that any potential dangers may be recognized and handled as
soon as possible

Listed below are the AI alerts that we have provided for users to configure for AI Cam events in order to
receive notifications:

● Driver Behavior - AI Cam Detected
● Driving Risks - AI Cam Detected
● AI Cam Disconnected

Following are the list of events for which AI Cam alerts can be set up:

● Driver Behavior - AI Cam Detected:
○ Cam Tampered
○ Distracted Driving
○ Eating/Drinking
○ Possible Fatigue
○ Smoking
○ Obstruction
○ Using Phone

● Driving Risks - AI Cam Detected
○ Collision Detected - AI Cam
○ g-force Detected
○ High g-force Detected
○ Vibration/Impact
○ Violent Left Turn
○ Violent Right Turn

● AI Cam Disconnected

Whenever any of the AI Cam events occurs, the corresponding Alert will be triggered, and the driver will
be made aware of its occurrence.



Setting up the Alert:

1. Navigate to Admin >> Alerts >> Add Alert >> type Driver Behavior - AI Cam
Detected/Driving Risks - AI Cam Detected/AI Cam Disconnected.

2. When the name of any AI Cam alert is entered, the events associated with that alert will appear.



3. Any of the alert conditions can be unselected based on your needs. However, at least one
condition must be selected for the alert to be configured, otherwise the validation message stating
'Please select at least one Alert Condition' will appear.

4. The additional fields for setting up these AI alerts are similar to those for existing alerts.

Important:

1. Upon setting up alerts for AI camera events, if these alerts are triggered, they should also be
displayed in the Alert Report.



2. Users with AI packages should only see the Driver Behavior - AI Cam Detected and Driving
Risks - AI Cam Detected alerts under Admin >> Alerts.


